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Why are generic pills cheaper than the brand name ones? The name of the active ingredient as well as the weight are
specified on the pill itself. Do not stop taking except on your doctor's advice. Some items may interact with your
medicine. A generic must contain the same active ingredients as the original formulation. Do not take 2 doses at once.
Will my order be delivered in one package or you will divide it in case the order is large? Side effects that you should
report to your doctor or health care professional as soon as possible: Also tell them if you smoke, drink alcohol, or use
illegal drugs. The brand name drug has to prove itself in the eyes of the consumer, generic ones do not. Give your health
care providers a list of all the medicines, herbs, non-prescription drugs, or dietary supplements you use. Thus to avoid
any accusation of copyright infringement we have to change the shape and the color of the generic pills as well as use
the name of the active ingredient generic name instead of the brand name for printing on pills. In most cases, it is
considered bioequivalent to the brand name counterpart with respect to pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties. The significant research, development and marketing costs incurred by the large pharmaceutical companies
in introducing a new drug to the market is often cited as the reason for the high cost of new agents - they wish to recover
these costs before the patent expires. Mind that the pills you will receive from us differ in appearance from the brand
name ones. For the same reason, generic manufacturers also do not give away sample doses to promote their products.
You may have some diseases contra-indicated for taking certain kinds of medicines and your doctor will advise you
what you can or cannot take. Side effects that usually do not require medical attention report to your doctor or health
care professional if they continue or are bothersome: Serious side effects to an unborn child are possible.Generic drug
availability, manufacturer information, and patent status on Femara. Femara lowers estrogen levels and is used to treat
breast cancer in postmenopausal women. Learn about side effects, Generic Name: letrozole (LET roe zol) Brand Names:
. Other drugs may interact with letrozole, including prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal
products. Tell each of your. Mylan Pharmaceuticals and Teva Pharmaceuticals are two of the current manufacturers of
generic Femara (letrozole). The generic version comes in one strength and is considered equivalent to the brand-name
version of the drug. However, generic drugs are allowed to have different inactive ingredients, which could pose. Jul 23,
- femara brand vs generic. I started off with brand with minor bone, limb, muscle pain, dizzy, confusion. Generic ended
up in wheelchair and pain meds could not fix it. had to chose between quality and quanity of life and stopped taking
drug and issues went away. Doctor gave me name brand and again fine. Generic Name: Letrozole. Femara is the trade
name for the generic drug letrozole. In some cases, health care professionals may use the trade name Femara when
referring to the generic drug name letrozole. Drug Type: Femara is a hormone therapy. Femara is classified as an
aromatase inhibitor. (For more detail, see. this is the third post on this so you may find it of interest to read through the
other comments for other people's experiences with the different brands. The 10 year licence for Novartis has just ended
so anyone can make them now. They do all have to have the correct amount of the letrozole drug in but they Letrozole Breast Cancer Care Forum - Femara or letrozole is a drug used to stimulate ovulation in women with PCOS. Femara
(Letrozole) for Infertility, Ovulation Problems and PCOS Treatment Femara (generic name is letrozole) is an oral drug
which can be an effective fertility treatment for women with ovulation problems, or for those with unexplained. Feb 14,
- Femara won't work on hormone-receptor-negative breast cancer. Femara is a pill taken once a day. Most doctors
recommend taking Femara at the same time each day. In , the FDA gave approval for 11 pharmaceutical companies to
make a generic version of Femara, which may go by the chemical. Yes, various companies are now producing generic
Femara. The largest generic pharmaceutical producer is Teva. They are international, with production plants in Israel,
India and I just saw they are asking for one in the UK I have observed Teva for at least four years, as like yourselves, I
am cautious about Best Generic Brand? Feb 7, - Arimidex (chemical name: anastrozole); Aromasin (chemical name:
exemestane); Femara (chemical name: letrozole). were shown to be more effective at A generic drug has the same active
ingredients as an original, brand-name drug, as well as the same dosage, risks, and benefits. The only thing that's.
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